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XOOPS @ IBDeeming! has released the theme BlueyBlue for public download. No creativity in
the name - it just has a lot of BLUE!

This theme was developed for a photographers personal site. They wanted the blue tones, but
something with a feel that was different from other CMS looking sites.

The layout is a little different in that the main area of the pages has been moved to the left. It's
layout is as follows - the header (your logo area) is at the top of the main section. Flowing down
the left is the main area, below that the center-left, ceneter-center, and center-right blocks.

Within that section and to the right is the left side blocks.

To the right of the entire section is the right side blocks. Most of the layout is done with
Cascading Style Sheets, the main graphical elements are the background.

Here is the screenshot of BlueyBlue.

Download this theme here!

http://xoops.ibdeeming.com/modules/wfdownloads/images/screenshots/blueyblue-shot.gif
http://xoops.ibdeeming.com/modules/wfdownloads/visit.php?cid=5&lid=12
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